
flux
open plan



flexible at every level

Above- and below-surface storage. Adjustable-height benching that meets different work styles. Lockers that join with  
worksurfaces for impromptu collaboration. Flux is flexible, thoughtful office design from every angle, top-to-bottom.
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a new angle on teamwork

Take a different approach to collaboration with 120-degree teaming stations, or choose modernized straight benching. 
Low privacy screens invite more conversation, while movable privacy hoods cue more focused work.

Opposite  

Privacy hood with task light

Power system with wire basket

Suspended storage
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personalized yet streamlined 

Tables adjust to various heights, privacy screens double as tackboards, and slat walls make a tidy place for accessories.  
Lockers with mail slots provide personal storage that blends in perfectly. And across the board, power is integrated and out of sight.
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credenza dividers  / Lower credenzas delineate stations, while upper storage and side screens provide further privacy, with markerboards for notes. collaborative quad / Four-person station with a center table, pantry-style storage with markerboard backs, and above-surface storage.

L-station quad / L-shaped stations divided by dual-sided pantries with end panel supports and privacy hoods. Mobile pedestals tuck under tables. storage-supported  / Credenzas and towers rest on metal legs and provide both structure and privacy. Tackboards and accessories add personalization. 
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minimal design, minimal distraction

 
End panels provide full-depth privacy on the sides, acrylic 

screens block distraction across the table, and movable dividers 
sit between stations. Credenzas provide storage and seating. 

Side privacy screen 

Tech cabinet mid support 

Center rail cabinet
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raising the open plan standards

Cases provide a sturdy base and conceal the hardware of adjustable-height benching.  
Each privacy screen travels with its worksurface. Mobile pedestals provide extra storage and fit perfectly. 

Opposite  

Trough and flexible wire manager 

Mobile pedestal with accessory top

Wireless charger
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open and adjustable / Light scale H-frame adjustable-height benching with integrated wire management and monitor arms to make transitions seamless.

curved collaboration  / 120-degree curves bring flow to a space in adjustable-height H-frame configurations, complete with privacy screens.

www.jsifurniture.com

Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture.  
These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.

Metal Pulls, legs, table bases and grommets are available in Arctic Silver, Soft Nickel, Pewter and Matte Black finishes.
Door Fronts Door and drawer fronts are available in contrasting colors. 

Finishes Casegoods are available in veneer or laminate finishes.Veneers incorporate our proprietary low-emission finish: DuraTex.  
Contact JSI Customer Service for special finshes and custom finish matching.

Learn how Flux can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.

privacy screens 

storage

accessories
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flux

225 Clay Street 

Jasper,  Indiana 47546

812.482.3204 O

812.482.1548 F

js ifurniture.com

800.457.4511

J.MPS.FB.1218.3000

fixed L-station with shared pantry storage

adjustable benching with storage support

fixed benching with center-mount storage

fixed 120° benching with pantry storage

fixed benching with end support panels

fixed benching with privacy hoods

adjustable H-frame with side storagefixed benching with side storage adjustable benching with side storage

Flux designed by David Allan Pesso


